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WEBSITE VISITOR STATISTICS for the 12 months to Sunday 17th December 2017.

OR: IS YOUR ONLINE ADVERTISING ACTUALLY BEING
SEEN BY ANYBODY?

COMMENTARY
The first column below in yellow headed 'Visits' shows the
average number of unique visits to Kidlington Voice Online
per day for the given month.
For example, Nov 2017 shows an average of 135 unique
visits per day to Kidlington Voice Online for each day in
November 2017.
Visits counted below are from all sources including nonhuman visits made automatically by search engines such as
Google routinely visiting to index the content of the
website; but this column of Daily Average Visits is probably
the easiest and best general indicator approximating to the
number of unique human visitors to KV-Online each day.
And so, the actual number of individual human visitors will
be less than the number shown in the Visits column.
Therefore all figures below should be used only as a
general indicator of website activity and possibly at best
should be interpreted to demonstrate that the site actually
attracts a reasonable degree of public attention consistently

in the order of around 4000 unique IP-addresses per
calendar month.
In short, for advertisers, these statistics help address the
often asked question that positively the site attracts an
above-average number of visitors, indeed an above-average
number in the order of four times the number of visitors
that a typical medium-sized business website would attract
per month.
The national average visits by these same criteria to such
websites is around 1000 unique visits per month (see
independent reports published elsewhere on the Internet).
KV-Online sits at around 4000, and at best KV-Online in
2017 hit 5760 unique visits from all sources, in March
2017.
All statistics below are produced independently by Webalizer Statistics hosted by our Internet Service Provider.

